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"Today just isn't my day."

1. I acidentelly spilt my drink all over the table.

2. The movie lasted for two hours and twelve minnuts.

3. Stephan made a promice not to be late to the party.

4. All of these sentances have spelling mistakes in them. 

5. Marie enjoyed an hour of eckersise each day. 

6. My fayvouit fruit is a strawberry.

7. The blue bycicle was on sale in the shop window.

8. The faymos singer played a show at the stadium. 

9. The gardener was growing tomatoes and potaytos in the soil. 

10. Over on the oposit side of the road was the play park.

11. There were eite colourful flowers in the vase.

12. The two friends paddled their kayaks over to the eyland. 

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

9. 10. 11. 12.

Write the correct spelling for each of the incorrect spellings that you have found.

Challenge

The Chalkboard is having a bad day. It's written 

some sentences for you to read but has made lots of 

spelling mistakes! Help The Chalkboard by circling the 

incorrectly spelt words in each sentence. 
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1. I acidentelly spilt my drink all over the table.

2. The movie lasted for two hours and twelve minnuts.

3. Stephan made a promice not to be late to the party.

4. All of these sentances have spelling mistakes in them. 

5. Marie enjoyed an hour of eckersise each day. 

6. My fayvouit fruit is a strawberry.

7. The blue bycicle was on sale in the shop window.

8. The faymos singer played a show at the stadium. 

9. The gardener was growing tomatoes and potaytos in the soil. 

10. Over on the oposit side of the road was the play park.

11. There were eite colourful flowers in the vase.

12. The two friends paddled their kayaks over to the eyland. 

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. 6. 7. 8.

9. 10. 11. 12.

Write the correct spelling for each of the incorrect spellings that you have found.

Challenge

The Chalkboard is having a bad day. It's written some sentences for you to read but has 
made lots of spelling mistakes! Help The Chalkboard by circling the incorrectly spelt words 
in each sentence. 

accidentally minutes promise sentences

exercise favourite bicycle famous

potatoes opposite eight island
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